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Estimating Temperatures

To determine baking temperatures for Dutch ovens, use the "3 up, 3 down ~ 325 degrees formula.
This formula is based on the oven's diameter and the use of full-size charcoal briquettes. The
diameter plus 3 equals the number of briquettes required for top heat. The diameter minus 3
equals the number of briquettes needed for bottom heat. This method heats the oven to 325
degrees. For example a 12"oven uses 15 (12=3) top briquettes and 9 (12-3) bottom briquettes to
reach a temperature of 325 degrees. Two briquettes provide 20-25 degrees of heat so you can
adjust the heat higher or lower if the recipe calls for it, when adding or subtracting briquettes to
modify the temperature split them between top heat and bottom heat.

For Frying, steaming or boiling, add 3-6 briquettes on the bottom and eliminate top heat entirely.

When placing briquettes for cooking purposes, form a consistent pattern. This allows for even
distribution of heat. As burning briquettes reduce in size, heating capacity declines to maintain a
consistent temperature, add new briquettes as necessary. Ashes also decrease efficiency. Carry a
whisk broom to dust off the old ashes when they start inhibit the heat or use the ashes to lower the
temperature when needed.

When baking use the "two thirds timing method" This is a simple as removing the oven from the
bottom heat after two thirds of the required baking time has elapsed. For example a recipe for
rolls requires a total of 15 minutes of baking time. Bake the rolls at the temperature suggested by
the recipe for 10 minutes with both top and bottom heat. Then remove the oven off the bottom
source of heat and continue baking for 5 minutes with top heat only. This method helps keep
baked goods from burning on the bottom.

Outside temperatures have little influence on burning charcoal when compared to the wind. Wind
will play havoc with fuel efficiency and correct cooking temperatures. When Charcoal is fanned
by the wind will bum hotter and faster. On windy days rotate your oven abbut 90 degrees every 7
to 20 minutes (time between rotations is dependent on how strong the wind is) while cooking.
Another option is to provide some kind of wind shield.

Baking and Roasting at 325' in 12" dutch oven:
15 coals on top
9 coals on bottom

Boiling and Frying
all heat goes on bottom

Saute and Simmer
most of the heat on the bottom

fully lit normal sized briquettes will burn about 40 min. 



Seasoning New Cast Iron Cookware

Scrub the lid and oven in hot water with a mild dish soap, use a stiff brush or plastic scrubbing
pad. Rinse in clear hot water and dry completely (I prefer to warm the oven in the grill to dry
completely). Coal the inner and outer surfaces of the oven with a thin layer of cooking oil.
Absorb any excess with a folded paper towel.

Place all pieces separately in a conventional oven or a gas barbecue grill (I recommend the grill,
everything heated will smoke) with the pot upside down. Heat to 350 - 400 degrees for 30-45
minutes, remove the pieces and recoat with another thin layer of oil and reheat to 3 5 0 -400
degrees for 30 -45 minutes, repeat as many as 5 to 8 times as desired. If Oven is still sticking after
cooling overnight repeat the heating process (no additional oil this time)




